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 This thesis contains twelve case studies that pertain to various accounting concepts and 
matters. The topics vary from 10-K evaluations to blockchain. This thesis was written under the 
guidance from Dr. Victoria Dickinson during my junior in an Independent Study class (ACCY 
420). I benefitted greatly from participating in this class, and it allowed me to gain more 
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CASE 1: CITY SELECTION 




















INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 1 
 In this case, the requirements were to discuss my number one and number two cities in 
which I am thinking about starting my career. I was asked to analyze many different elements 
that vary from the recreational and entertainment aspects to more serious elements, such as, an 
operating budget. It was really enjoyable to work on this case because these are the two cities 
where I could possibly be employed for an extended period of time. Having played soccer 
growing up, I got to visit Nashville and Memphis many times because I would have tournaments 
there. Even though I have visited both cities many times, I have never considered some of the 
elements that I was asked to analyze. This case really helped me to understand the importance of 
thinking about long-term aspects of living in a certain city. These long-term aspects include 
where I would send my children to school. I found some great schools in both cities where I 
think I could send my children. After analyzing all of my research, I think Memphis is the best fit 
for me. Nashville is very competitive, and I would love to go there, but I think the more practical 
option is Memphis. Memphis is closer to my hometown, and the cost of living is cheaper than 


















QUESTION 1: WHAT IS THE POPULATION? 
Nashville: 
The 2018 population of Nashville, Tennessee was 669,053 people, making it the most 
populated city in Tennessee. Nashville has many suburbs so its metropolitan area is estimated to 
have around 1.75 million people. Nashville is a growing city, and I can definitely see myself 
living there.  
Memphis: 
 The 2018 population of Memphis, Tennessee was 650,618 people, making it the second 
most populated city in Tennessee. Since 2013, the city of Memphis has had a steady decrease in 
population. The greater Memphis area, which consists of parts of Arkansas and Mississippi, is 
estimated to have a population of 1.33 million. The population of Memphis is very close to that 
of Nashville so I could definitely see myself working/living there.  
 
QUESTION 2: DESCRIBE THE CLIMATE AND SEASONAL FUNCTIONS 
Nashville: 
 Much like Memphis, the two primary seasons for Nashville are summer and winter. 
Because Nashville is located further north, the summers are a slight bit cooler. The July 
temperature average is a high of 89 degrees and a low of 69 degrees. The winters are much, 
much cooler than the summers. The December temperature average is a high of 49 degrees and a 
low of 31 degrees. Since Nashville is located in the south, this type of climate is ideal for me.  
Memphis: 
 There are primarily only two seasons in Memphis. These two seasons are summer and 
winter, and there is really no in between. The summers are extremely hot and humid. The July 
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temperature average is a high of 92 degrees and a low 74 degrees. The winters, on the other 
hand, are mild during the day and cold during the night. The December temperature average is a 
high of 52 degrees and low of 35 degrees. Because I have lived in the south my entire life, I am 
very accustomed to living in this type of climate.  
 
QUESTION 3: DESCRIBE THE CITY’S TOPOGRAPHY, SCENERY, AND OTHER 
GEOGRAPHIC OR GEOLOGICAL FEATURES OF THE AREA IN WHICH THE CITY IS 
LOCATED  
Nashville: 
 Nashville is an exceptionally beautiful city located on the Cumberland River, which runs 
right through downtown. The city’s topography is made up of many hills, and it sits at 561 feet 
above sea level. The downtown area is a huge attraction for the lively crowd, and is comprised of 
many skyscrapers and historic buildings. Nashville is also home to one of the most famous 
buildings in the country: Grand Ole Opry. I have been to Nashville many a time, and it is one of 







 Memphis is located in the southwestern corner of Tennessee. The topography of 
Memphis is primarily flat land because it is located relatively close to the Mississippi Delta. 
Also, the Mississippi River flows through the heart of downtown Memphis. Located in 
downtown Memphis, Tom Lee Park gives people the opportunity to see some of the most scenic 
views of the Mississippi River.  
 
 
QUESTION 4: WHAT ARE THE INDIVIDUAL TAX RATES WITHIN THE CITY? 
QUANITFY WHAT THIS MEANS BASED ON A STARTING SALARY OF 
APPROXIMATELY $55,000/YEAR. 
Nashville: 
 The federal income tax is 11.27 percent, so that multiplied by $55,000 is $6,199, which is 
what I would have to sacrifice. Tennessee is one of nine states that do not have state income tax. 
Also, Tennessee cities do not have local income tax. However, I would have to pay property 
taxes of $3.15 per $100 Davidson County tax. I would also have to pay FICA taxes to fund 
Medicare and Social Security. The FICA tax percentage ads up to 7.65 percent, which would 
take out $4,208 of my income. My take home salary would then be $44,594 annually.  
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Memphis: 
 The federal income tax for Memphis is the same as Nashville, and will cut $6,199 out of 
my $55,000 salary. Since Memphis is also located in Tennessee, there is no state or local income 
tax. However, I will have to pay property taxes of $3.19 per $100 assessed value. Much like 
Nashville, I will have to pay FICA taxes that add up to 7.65 percent, which would subtract 
$4,208 of my income. My annually salary would be the same amount of $44,594.  
 
QUESTION 5: WHAT TRANSPORTATION HUBS ARE IN THE CITY? 
Nashville: 
 The main transportation hub of Nashville is the Nashville International Airport, which 
serves more than seventeen million people yearly. There are also flights available to 75 nonstop 
airports. Interestingly, Nashville is one of only six cities in the U.S. where at least three 
interstates link. These three interstates include I-40, I-65, and I-24. Because of this access, 
Nashville is very suitable to travel out of when I go on vacation.  
Memphis: 
 The Memphis International Airport is the main transportation hub in Memphis. It is home 
to many connecting flights across the U.S. There are also interstates that flow through Memphis 
that millions of people use per year to get from one city to another. These interstates include I-40 
and I-55. Memphis is mainly a connecting city, meaning it is used to get from on place to another 




QUESTION 6: WHAT ARE THE CITY’S MOST PREVALENT INDUSTRIES? WHAT ARE 
THE CITY’S FIVE LARGEST COMPANIES? 
Nashville: 
 The biggest and most prevalent industry in Nashville is the music industry. It is home to 
the Country Music Hall of Fame. Nashville is the city where every aspiring country music artists 
goes to pursue a career. Nashville’s five largest companies from one to five are: Vanderbilt 
University Medical Center, Nissan North America, HCA Healthcare Inc., Vanderbilt University, 
and Saint Thomas Health.  
Memphis:  
 The most prevalent industry in Memphis is the distribution and logistics industry. The 
headquarters of FedEx is located in Memphis, as well as, the FedEx World Hub. Because of the 
FedEx World hub, Memphis International Airport is the busiest cargo airport in North America. 
The five largest companies in Memphis from one to five are: FedEx, AutoZone, International 
Paper, TruGreen, and Sedgwick CMS Holdings.  
 
QUESTION 7: DESCRIBE THE QUALITY OF THE CITY’S HEALTHCARE. DESCRIBE 
THE QUALITY OF THE CITY’S SCHOOL DISTRICTS (K-12). WOULD YOUR CHILDREN 
ATTENED PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SCHOOL? 
Nashville:  
 The healthcare of Nashville is dominant. The Vanderbilt University Medical Center is the 
number one ranked hospital in Nashville. The two close substitutes are St. Thomas West 
Hospital and St. Thomas Midtown Hospital. Overall, the school districts in and around Nashville 
are really good for anyone from K-12. The combination of academics, teachers, clubs & 
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activities, etc. are what make these school districts great. If I were to live in Nashville, I would 
send my kids to a public school. I would do this because of the cost of a private school, and also 
because I went to a public school and got a great education.  
Memphis:  
 The healthcare of Memphis is some of the best in the country. Memphis is home to two 
of the best children’s hospitals in America, such as St. Jude and Le Bonheur. There are also great 
hospitals like St. Francis and Baptist Memorial. The public schools located in Memphis are not 
the best or the safest. If I were to send my children to a public school, it would most likely be to 
one in a suburb, such as Collierville. Because of this reason, I would send my children to a 
private school.  
 
QUESTION 8: WHAT TYPES OF CRIME ARE COMMON WITHIN THE CITY AND 
WHERE ARE THE LOCATIONS WITHIN THE CITY TO AVOID? 
Nashville: 
 The most common types of crime in Nashville are robbery, theft, and vehicle theft. 
Although property crime is the main type of crime, violent crime still occurs to some. Nashville 
is not known to have many areas to avoid, but the most dangerous part of Nashville is in the 
eastern part of the city.  
Memphis: 
 The most common types of property crime in Memphis are burglary, larceny, and motor 
vehicle theft. Violent crime is right up there with property crime in Memphis. Violent crimes 
examples include homicide, rape, robbery, and assault. The location to avoid is definitely south 
Memphis, which is where the majority of violent crime takes place.  
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QUESTION 9: BASED ON WHERE YOU SEE YOURSELF LIVING FOR THE FIRST 
THREE YEARS, HOW MUCH RENT DO YOU EXPECT TO PAY? 
Nashville: 
 Because Nashville is a fast-growing city, the rent for living downtown is very expensive. 
The Stahlman is a modern condo development. If I were to live in a one bedroom studio 
apartment there, the rent would range around $1,458. The square footage for this place is 527 
square feet. There are many amenities that include washer and dryer, open floor plans, walk in 
closets, fitness center, and covered parking spots. Although this is very pricy, it would be an 





 Since the cost of living is cheaper in Memphis, the rent will also be cheaper. If I were to 
live in downtown Memphis, I would consider living at the ReNew Riverview. If I were to live in 
a studio apartment there, I would pay rent of $838 per month. The square footage of this 
apartment is 364 square feet. The amenities include high speed internet, balcony, swimming 





QUESTION 10: WHAT IS THE TYPICAL MODE OF COMMUTING? WHAT ARE YOUR 
LIKELY COMMUT TIMES? 
Nashville: 
 The typical mode of commuting is by car. If I lived and worked downtown, my likely 
commute time would be five to ten minutes depending on traffic.  
Memphis: 
 Just like Memphis, the typical mode of commuting is also by car. Because I would live 
downtown, my likely commute time would be around five minutes depending on traffic.  
 
QUESTION 11: WHERE WILL YOU DO YOUR GROCERY SHOPPING? 
Nashville: 
 I would do my grocery shopping at Kroger, which is not a far commute from where I 
would be living. I am accustomed to shopping at Kroger because this is where I go when I am 





 Luckily, there is also a Kroger close to where I would be living in Memphis so this is 
where I would do my grocery shopping.  
 
QUESETION 12: HOW WILL YOU DO YOUR LAUNDRY? 
Nashville: 
 I would be doing my laundry in my apartment because there is a washer and dryer 
included. This is very convenient because I would not have to take my laundry anywhere else to 
get it done.  
Memphis 
 Unfortunately, my apartment would not come included with a washer and dryer. This 
means I would have to go downstairs to the shared laundry and do it down there. This is very 
inconvenient because it would take up more time.  
 
QUESETION 13: NAME AT LEAST THREE CIVIC, RELIGIOUS, OR CHARITABLE 
ORGANIZATIONS YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE ACTIVE IN FOR EACH CITY. 
Nashville:  
 Since I am Catholic, I would be an active member of St. Mary of the Seven Sorrows. This 
church is located in downtown Nashville, which would be very fitting for me. I would also be an 
active member in the American Red Cross, which provides health services to the military and 
helps aid victims of natural disaster. Lastly, I would like to be an active member of the Nashville 
Humane Association because I love animals.  
Memphis: 
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 I would like to be an active member in the St. Mary’s Catholic Church in Memphis. This 
church is also located in downtown Memphis, making it very accessible for me. Secondly, I 
would like to be a member of the St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital because I believe the 
health of children is very important. Lastly, I would like to be an active member of the Mid-
South Food Bank, which serves the unfortunate and the homeless.  
 
QUESTION 14: WHAT ARE THE SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, OR RECREATIONAL 
ACTIVITIES THAT YOU WOULD BE MOST LIKELY TO ENGAGE IN WITHIN THE 
CITY? 
Nashville:  
 I am an avid NFL fan. Luckily, Nashville is home to one of thirty-two NFL teams: the 
Tennessee Titans. I would one hundred percent be engaged with the games that are played in 
Nashville. Although I am a New Orleans Saints fan, I would still enjoy going to Titans games. I 
am also a huge country music listener. Fortunately, Nashville is the country music capital of the 
world. I would love to go to concerts that are performed in the Grand Ole Opry or anywhere else 
in Nashville. Since Nashville is a tremendously lively city, there are many bars and restaurants 
that I would enjoy going to. The Cumberland River Pedestrian Bridge links East Nashville into 
downtown. This bridge gives amazing views of the river, downtown Nashville, and even the 
Tennessee Titans stadium. Lastly, Cumberland Park is an amazing place to go to take a walk and 
soak in all the scenic views.  
Memphis: 
 I am also a passionate NBA fan and the Memphis Grizzlies are my favorite team. I would 
love to go to many games while living in Memphis. Memphis is also home to a minor league 
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baseball team in the Memphis Redbirds. I love going to baseball games so I would be going to 
these games while they are in season. Much like Nashville, Memphis has a tremendous music 
industry. I would enjoy going to concerts that are played here. I love to ride bikes, and Memphis 
has over sixty miles of bike trails that I could ride on. Also, Memphis has many parks that I 
could walk or run in.  
 
QUESTION 15: WHAT ARE THE MODES OF TRAVELING BACK TO YOUR 
HOMETWON FROM THIS CITY? WHAT IS THE AVERAGE COST YOU’D INCUR FOR 
EACH TRIP BACK HOME? HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO REACH YOUR HOME?  
Nashville:  
 Since I am from northeast Mississippi, driving would be my mode of commuting from 
Nashville to back home. It takes about $50 to fill up my truck so that’s all it would cost me to go 
back home. It would take me three and a half hours to get from Nashville to Tupelo.  
Memphis:  
 Since I live really close to Memphis, driving would be my mode of commuting from 
there to back home. Again, it only takes about $50 for me to get back home. It would only take 












QUESTION 16: BASED ON YOUR FINDINGS, DEVELOP A MODEL MONTHLY 
OPERATING BUDGET FOR EACH CITY FOR YEAR 2, ASSUMING THAT WITH 
BONUSES FOR BEING A HIGH PERFORMER, YOUR ANNUAL SALARY IS $60,000. 
Nashville:  
   TABLE 1 
Revenue  $5,000  
Income Taxes -$991 Federal & FICA 
Rent Expense  -$1,458  
Groceries  -$300 Three trips  
Internet/Utilities -$150  
Entertainment  -$300  















   TABLE 2 
Revenue  $5,000  
Income Taxes  -$991 Federal & FICA 
Rent Expense  $838  
Groceries  -$300 Three trips  
Internet/Utilities  -$150  
Entertainment  -$300  





QUESTION 17: FINALLY, BASED ON YOUR FULL ANALYSIS, DETERMINE WHICH 
ONE IS YOUR PREFERRED CITY AND WHY?  
 Based on my full analysis, Memphis is my preferred city for a couple of reasons. First, 
Memphis is extremely close to my hometown and to Oxford. I am very much a homebody so I 
would be able to visit my parents basically whenever I wanted. Second, the cost of living is 
much less than that of Nashville. I would be able to save more money if I lived in Memphis. 
Next, the activities and entertainment are endless in Memphis. This would allow me the 
opportunity to give myself a break from work and relax while I can. Finally, the private schools 









































































INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 3 
 In this case, I discuss the main topic in Great Britain: Brexit. The word itself is a 
combination of “Britain” and “exit.” The term Brexit is used for Britain’s separation from the 
European Union. In 2016, 52 percent of people voted leave and 48 percent of the people voted to 
stay. Throughout this case, I discuss the pros and cons of leaving the European Union. There are 
several pros to leaving, such as, freedom, a better economy, and the people being able to have 
the power. The people who want to leave want freedom because they feel as if the European 
Union is telling them how to live their lives. Leaving the European Union would also give Great 
Britain the opportunity to have a healthier, stronger economy with less regulations. Because they 
are still associated with the European Union, there are many regulations on just about everything. 
If they were to leave, they could become more like Switzerland. Switzerland is not in the 
European Union, and their economy is thriving. If Great Britain were to opt out, they would be 
giving more power to the people. The people would then be able to govern themselves if they 
were to leave the European Union. Although there are many pros to leaving, there are also some 
cons that come with it. The value of the currency of Great Britain is very high right now. If they 
were to leave the European Union, then the value of that currency would go down. Also, there 
could also be a shortage of labor within Great Britain if they decide to leave. This is because the 
population could go down if they leave, and this would have a negative impact on their economy. 
Lastly, Great Britain would be putting their trade agreement with the U.S. in jeopardy. They 
would then have to negotiate a new deal. Based on the movie and the articles I have read, I think 




PART 1: PRO BREXIT 
 The European Union consists of twenty-eight countries and is supposed to be made up of 
free movement of people, money, goods, and business. But, according to “Brexit – The Movie,” 
it is exactly the opposite.  
Freedom 
The people who want to leave the European Union are fighting for independence and 
freedom. They believe that the European Union is turning into a dictatorship. They want the 
opportunity to govern themselves, and be a democratic society that is free. They firmly feel as if 
the European Union is taking that away from them.  
Who’s in Charge? 
The people of Great Britain also have no idea of the names of the people who are in 
charge of the European Union. They don’t know who these people are, yet still have to abide by 
their rules.  
Do the people have any power? 
 According to the movie, there is no people power, and the people have no say. Since the 
people have no voice, they can’t change any laws. The votes for people in Britain are 
insignificant because the actual power comes from the European Union leaders, and all of their 
votes are done exclusively. Since the European Union leaders are the ones with all the power, 
they make tons of money and pay low taxes. Essentially, they are taking the people’s money and 
keeping it for themselves. Another example of the European Union taking away power from the 
people is the fishing industry. Ever since Great Britain joined the European Union, the people 
practically lost their fishing rights. Subsequently, the European Union has been paying British 
Fishermen to leave the industry and destroy their boats. This not only takes away from the 
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fishermen’s income, but also limits what the people of Great Britain can eat. Over the years, the 
European Union has been taking over Great Britain. Out of the seventy-two times that Great 
Britain has opposed the European Union, Great Britain has lost all seventy-two of those times. 
This just goes to show that the European Union is ruthless, and why the majority of the people 
want out.  
History of Great Britain 
 Great Britain used to be the free trade capital of the world. Industry was unregulated, and 
then the two world wars happened. After World War I, there was more regulation and a decline 
in common freedom. The government gained more power because the people had to rely on the 
government if they wanted to win the war. After World War II, the regulation and government 
control became even worse. The government then became involved with everything. Ironically, 
even though Great Britain was on the winning side of the wars, it still hurt them.  
Industries and Businesses Within the European Union 
 The European Union is an elitist association that decides pretty much how everyone will 
live their lives. The European Union has so many laws, rules, and regulations that not even they 
know how many there really are. This makes it harder for a business to enter the market; 
therefore, it makes the competitiveness go down. The companies that are already in the market 
can then become monopolies. The European Union enforces tariffs, quotas, and regulations 
instead of free trade and getting better products. Because of this, the people can’t get better, 





Switzerland vs. Great Britain 
 The common question for those wanting to leave the European Union is: Who will Great 
Britain trade with if they leave the European Union? A great example for the people to look 
towards is the country of Switzerland. Switzerland is not a part of the European Union, good for 
trade, and has very low unemployment. The Switzerland economy is booming, and they are an 
overall wealthy country. They are also one of the least regulated countries in the world. A huge 
reason for this is because the politicians of Switzerland actually care about what their people 
want. Based on all of this information, why would Great Britain not leave the European Union?  
PART 2: AGAINST BREXIT 
 Even though there are many pros to Brexit, there are also cons that come with it.  
Currency of Great Britain 
 The currency of Great Britain is the most valuable currency in the market right now. 
Currently, one British Pound is equal to 1.31 USD and 1.14 Euro. If Great Britain were to leave 
the European Union, the tax revenues would take a tumble. The reasoning for this is because the 
banks would have to then transfer their headquarters into the membership block. Also, the U.S. 
banks wouldn’t be able to collaborate with businesses in Great Britain. This would most likely 
influence the Great Britain economy in a negative way.  
Labor Shortage 
 If Great Britain were to leave the European Union, then the population of the country 
may diminish. If this were to happen, then there may not be enough people to handle the day to 




U.S. Trade with Great Britain 
 Right now, the U.S. and Great Britain have a free-trade zone with each other. Together, 
they form over a whopping 40 percent of the global GDP. Consequently, if Great Britain were to 
































































INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 4 
 In this case, I am asked to analyze and describe a list of items from The Home Depot’s 
most recent annual report (10-k) from sec.gov. The Home Depot is the world’s most vast retailer 
for home improvement. They sell a variety of products, such as, building materials, appliances, 
lighting, etc. They are headquartered in Atlanta, GA, and are audited by the Atlanta KPMG 
office. The Home Depot also has a variation of customer bases. These customer bases include 
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) customers, professional customers, and Do-It-For-Me (DIFM) customers. 
The DIY customers are the homeowners who buy products from The Home Depot and use these 
products to finish projects and installations on their own. The professional customers are the 
contractors, remodelers, electricians, and so on who buy products to renovate or maintain 
education facilities, government buildings, etc. Lastly, the DIFM customers buy the products 
themselves, but have professionals finish the projects and installations. The leading source of 
revenue for The Home Depot is the selling of products and services needed by customers. The 
Home Depot then recognizes this revenue when the merchandise is in the customers possession 
or when the service obligation is performed. The Home Depot also acquires its supplies from 
many different manufacturers and companies. Some of these manufacturers and companies 
include, but are not limited to, Fortune Brands Home & Security, Scotts Miracle-Gro, Samsung, 
and General Electric.  
 I really enjoyed working on this case for a number of reasons. First, it allowed me to look 
at real financial statements from a real company, rather than seeing fake ones out of a book. 
Next, it allowed me to get experience looking at and reading an actual 10-k, which I had never 
done before now. Lastly, I was able to learn more information about The Home Depot that I did 
not know before. Overall, this was a great case to work on. 
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PART 1:  
Nature of The Home Depot: 
 The Home Depot is the world’s largest home improvement retailer. They sell a variety of 
products, such as, building materials, home improvement products, lawn & garden products, and 
décor products. Although they primarily sell products, they also have services they provide to 
their customers. These services include home improvement installation services, and tool & 
equipment rentals.  
How does The Home Depot generate profit? 
 The Home Depot mainly generates their profit by selling building materials, décor, 
appliances, and hardlines (hardware, tools, etc.).  
Where is The Home Depot headquartered? 
 The Home Depot is headquartered in Atlanta, GA.  
Where does The Home Depot do business? 
 The Home Depot has stores located in the U.S., Mexico, and Canada. There are 1,981 
stores located in the U.S., 124 stores located in Mexico, and 182 stores located in Canada.  
What is The Home Depot’s fiscal year-end? 
 The Home Depot’s fiscal year-end is always the Sunday closest to January 31st.  
Why did The Home Depot choose this fiscal year-end? 
 For The Home Depot, the January and February months are the slowest time of the year. 
This means that not as many products are being purchased so it is a better closing time than 





Who are The Home Depot’s auditor’s? Name the firm and the city. 
 The KPMG Atlanta office is the firm that audits The Home Depot, since Home Depot is 
headquartered in Atlanta.  
PART 3: 
Assets on The Home Depot’s Balance Sheet: 
- Cash & Cash Equivalents: Cash consists of coin and currency. Cash equivalents are 
highly liquid (how quickly an asset is converted into cash) investments that will 
mature within three months or less.  
- Receivables: Claims held against customers and others for money.  
o Card Receivables: Payments due from financial institutions for credit card and 
debit card transactions.  
o Rebate Receivables: Amounts due from vendors for volume and co-op 
advertising rebates.  
o Customer Receivables: Relate to credit extended directly to certain customers 
in the ordinary course of business.  
o Other Receivables: Receivables not listed. These include things such as loans, 
rent receivables, etc. 
- Merchandise Inventories: The total amount of inventory the company has. The Home 
Depot uses the lower of cost (first in, first out) method or market value.  
- Property & Equipment: This section of the balance sheet includes buildings, furniture, 
fixtures, equipment, and leasehold improvements. The buildings, furniture, fixtures, 
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and equipment are recorded at cost value and depreciated using the straight-line 
method.  
- Goodwill: Consists of a business combination. It represents the excess of purchase 
price over the fair value of net assets acquired.  
- Other Assets: Includes other intangible assets such as trademarks, copyrights, etc.  
Liabilities on The Home Depot’s Balance Sheet:  
- Short-Term Debt: Financial obligations that are expected to be paid off within a year.  
- Accounts Payable: Money owed on account. These payables include money owed to 
suppliers, accounting services, utilities, etc.  
- Accrued Salaries & Related Expenses: Money owed to the employees of The Home 
Depot. 
- Sales Taxes Payable: The percentage of taxes that The Home Depot has to pay based 
on their sales.  
- Deferred Revenue: Reflects revenue that has not yet been earned (unearned revenue) 
and describes products/services that are owed to the customers.  
- Current Installments of Long-Term Debt: Payments that are currently being made on 
the long-term debt.  
- Other Accrued Expenses: Expenses that have occurred but are not yet recorded. 
These expenses include salaries payable, interest payable, etc.  
- Long-Term Debt: Financial obligations that are expected to be paid off in more than 
one year.  
- Deferred Income Taxes: Taxes that The Home Depot will eventually pay on its 
taxable income, but are not yet due for payment.  
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- Other Long-Term Liabilities: This includes liabilities that are not expected to be paid 
off within the next year.  
Stockholders’ Equity on The Home Depot’s Balance Sheet: 
- Common Stock: Represent shares of ownership in The Home Depot.  
- Paid-In Capital: Payments received from investors in exchange for stock in the 
company.  
- Retained Earnings: The amount of net income that The Home Depot has left over 
after paying dividends to shareholders.  
- Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss: Losses reported in the equity section. 
These losses include investments, pension plans, etc.  
- Treasury Stock: Stock that The Home Depot buys back from investors for retirement 
or resale to the public.  
PART 4:  
The Home Depot’s Customer Base:  
- Do-It-Yourself (DIY) Customers: These customers are typically home owners who 
buy products and complete projects & installations on their own. They buy products 
and ask the associates in the stores or online for product advice and help.  
- Professional Customers: These customers are made up of renovators, remodelers, 
general contractors, handymen, property managers, building service contractors, and 
specialty tradesmen, such as electricians, plumbers and painters. These customers buy 
products to build, renovate, remodel, and maintain education facilities, healthcare 
facilities, government buildings, and office buildings.  
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- Do-It-For-Me (DIFM) Customers: These customers are home owners who use a 
professional to complete their project and installation for them. They buy the products 
for the professional to use.  
Sources of Revenue for The Home Depot: 
Their main source of revenue comes from the selling of products and services to a variety 
of customers.  
The Home Depot’s Revenue Recognition Policy: 
 The Home Depot recognizes revenue at the time the customer takes possession of the 
merchandise or when a service is performed.  
How much revenue comes from outside of the U.S.?  
 The Home Depot’s net sales from outside the U.S. is $8,817 (in millions).  
PART 5: 
The Home Depot’s Suppliers: 
 The Home Depot has a global sourcing program to obtain high-quality and innovative 
products from manufacturers around the world. They also have sourcing offices in the U.S., 
Mexico, Canada, China, India, Southeast Asia, and Europe. Their suppliers are required by 
contract to have their products comply with international, federal, state and local laws. Some of 
the Home Depot major suppliers are:  
- Fortune Brands Home & Security (FBHS) for kitchen and bath cabinets, plumbing, 
home security systems, locks & doors, etc.  
- Scotts Miracle-Gro (SMG) for lawn and garden care products.  
- Cree (CREE) for lighting products.  
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- Appliances from companies including Whirlpool (WHR), Samsung (SSNLF), 
General Electric (GE), and Stanley Black & Decker (SWK), etc.  
What types of cost are included in The Home Depot’s Cost of Goods Sold?  
- Actual cost of merchandise sold & services performed 
- Cost of transportation of merchandise from vendors to distribution network, stores, or 
customers 
- Shipping and handling costs from stores or distribution network to customers  
- Operating cost and depreciation of sourcing, distribution network, and online 
fulfillment centers  
PART 6:  
Operating Expenses on The Home Depot’s Income Statement: 
- Selling, General, & Administrative (SG&A): These expenses include personnel costs, 
advertising, rent, and communication costs.  
- Depreciation & Amortization: These expenses represent the value of business assets 
over time.  
- Impairment Loss: These expenses represent current period costs, relocating or closing 
a store before the end of its previously estimated useful life.  
How do these expenses help generate revenue? 
 The Selling, General & Administrative expenses help generate revenue by attracting 





PART 7:  
How have revenues and expenses changed over the past three years? 
 The revenues have increased each of the past three years. The expenses have also 
increased each of the past three years. There is an article written by Forbes that describes how 
The Home Depot’s stock has increased over the past couple of years.  
PART 8: 
What accounts for the difference in The Home Depot’s net income and cash flow from 
operations? 
 The fiscal 2018 net income was $11,121 (in millions). The fiscal 2018 cash flows from 
operations was $13,038 (in millions). The difference in these numbers is the change in assets and 
liabilities on the Statement of Cash Flows.  
PART 9:  
Which accounts on The Home Depot’s balance sheet contain estimates or judgement? 
 The accounts that contain estimates is the reporting of assets and liabilities. The 


























































INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 6 
In this case, I was first asked if I think the electoral college should be abolished. I do not 
think the electoral college should be abolished because it is fair for every state based on the 
number of House of Representatives the state has. The electoral college has always been in place 
and used when there is a presidential race. If it has always been used and worked, then why 
change it? The first candidate to get to 270 electoral votes wins. The electoral college plays a 
huge roll when it comes to swing states. The swing states have more of an influence on the 
election because they have more electoral votes than other states. Therefore, it is essential for a 
candidate to win the swing states.  
Secondly, I was asked if the Universal Basic Income should be increased and how it 
would impact the economy. I think it would negatively impact the economy because the 
unemployment rates would go up. I think this is a great idea in theory, but in reality, it isn’t such 
a great idea. There would be no incentive for people to go out and find a job. This would hurt 
lots of businesses because they would have a hard time finding employees. Also, if someone is 
able to work, then I don’t think they should get more money from the government.  
 Finally, I watched a video of Dr. Thomas Sowell getting interviewed by Peter Robinson 
about economic inequality. Dr. Thomas Sowell is an American economist. He got his bachelor’s 
degree from Harvard University, master’s degree from Columbia University, and a PhD from the 
University of Chicago. Dr. Sowell is a very smart man and is very interesting to listen to. He has 
some great ideas that really make you think. I really enjoyed this case because we got to watch a 




PART 1:  
 Dr. Thomas Sowell, an American economist, was interviewed about economic inequality. 
Dr. Sowell first started reading about Carl Marx and soon became a Marxist, meaning the rich 
get richer from taking from the poor. He dropped out of high school and joined the Marines. 
After that, he started working for the U.S. Department of Labor. This is where he learned that the 
government has interests of their own and not the best interest of the public. He says that they are 
concerned about their careers and salaries. This is where he started to move away from Marxism. 
Dr. Sowell also wrote a book titled A Conflict of Visions. In this book, he says that good things 
happen automatically and bad things are someone’s fault. He also mentioned to rely on processes 
instead of the will of the people. I think this is very important because humans are prone to lots 
of things that make us not want to do things, such as, fatigue and lack of motivation. In the book, 
he also mentions constrained vs. unconstrained visions. He says that one isn’t better than the 
other, he just explains what both of them are. Moving away from the book, he talks about the 
idea of Socialism. He says that it is a great idea in theory, but is not great at all in reality. This is 
especially true with everything going on in the country of Venezuela right now. He also 
recommends that everyone should rely on hard work and lifestyle choices, not the government. 
He says that we can go back to the family structure if we stand up to welfare. He doesn’t think 
that the minimum wage should be increased because it would decrease jobs. This would result in 
less jobs; therefore, there would be more young African Americans in the streets that don’t have 
any job choices. Talking about Donald Trump’s presidency, Dr. Sowell thinks his policies are 
very effective (more effective than the past presidents), but his rhetoric is what holds him back. 
Overall, Dr. Sowell is very interesting to listen to. I really enjoyed working on this because I am 


























INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 7 
 In this case, I was asked to explain what Regulation FD is, how it affects a client’s 
financial reporting actions, why Regulation FD exists, and give my opinion on whether or not 
posting company information on social media violates Regulation FD. Regulation FD was 
formed to combat specific analysts getting information that other investors don’t have. This 
would, in turn, give all investors a fair shot at benefiting from their investments. Regulation FD 
affects a client’s financial reporting actions because it forces them to disclose certain information 
so that investors can decide on whether or not to allocate their resources. Regulation FD exists 
because many analysts were profiting since they had information that other investors didn’t have 
access to. Regulation FD helped to prevent this from happening. Finally, I believe that if an 
insider posts company information on social media, then it is a violation of Regulation FD. This 
would mean that not everyone would be informed of the company’s decision, which wouldn’t be 
fair to those who don’t have social media. I learned a lot from doing this case. I learned about 
what Regulation FD is, and I was able to dive into some real-life examples of Regulation FD. 
Before this case, I knew what full disclose was, but I didn’t know that it was this serious. I didn’t 
know that so many investors could lose money because of this. I also didn’t know that specific 
analysts were getting rich before Regulation FD became a thing. I will most definitely be able to 
use this knowledge in my future career because I want to go into auditing. I believe that being an 
auditor, I will have to write many reports about these types of situations. It is awesome to be 
doing this type of stuff now so I will have some kind of experience when I have to do it in the 
workplace. I’m very appreciative that I was able to do this case and learn more about the 




What is Regulation FD and how does it affect a client’s financial reporting actions? 
 Before Regulation FD can be defined, one must understand the meaning of full 
disclosure. According to Investopedia, full disclosure is defined as “the act of releasing all 
relevant information on a company that may influence an investment decision--making public 
both positive and negative news, data, and other details about its operations, or that impact its 
operations, in a timely fashion.” In short, disclosure helps an investor, or any user of a 
company’s financial statements, decide on whether or not to invest in the said company. 
Regulation FD, on the other hand, was created to stop companies from handpicking the things 
that they would release to the public. It would not be fair to investors to only know the positive 
things about a company. The investors must also know the negative things as well. This would 
help the investor make their decision to invest in the company or not. If a company had unfair 
disclosure practices, then it would allow insiders with the information to profit off of the 
investors. Investors would be upset that they are losing their money due to unfair practices. Also, 
there were many concerns that people wouldn’t trust the stock market anymore, which would 
ultimately hurt the market as a whole. This eventually led to the mandatory regulation of full 
disclosure. Regulation FD is vital to the market because it gives every investor a fair chance to 
succeed in their investment. 
 Regulation FD will affect a client’s financial reporting actions because they must disclose 
all public information. This information must be disclosed on all financial statements so any 
financial statement user can understand where the numbers are coming from. If a client fails to 
disclose any public information, then they will have violated GAAP and will be dealt with 
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accordingly. It is very important to understand the rules of the game and follow them as 
necessary.  
PART 2: 
Why does Regulation FD exist?  
 Leading up to the early 2000s, there was a ton of corruption on Wall Street. Analysts 
were getting information that no other investors were getting; therefore, they were benefiting 
more than the other investors. This is completely unfair to the rest of the investing public, which 
is why Regulation FD became a thing. It was put into place to help all investors receive the same 
information so everyone had a fair chance to benefit from their investments. This is truly one of 
the best things to ever happen to the stock market.  
PART 3: 
Did the CEO violate Regulation FD? 
 Yes, I do believe he violated Regulation FD. First off, the CEO shouldn’t be releasing 
company information on his Facebook page for the viewing public to see. He’s the CEO and I 
feel like he would want to keep that information private. Also, this information shouldn’t be 
open to the public until the quarterly reports come out. The quarterly reports will be an official 
report and the public will know it’s true and trustworthy. If it’s on his Facebook page, it could 
lead some investors to form a wrong opinion on the information. All in all, the CEO has violated 
Regulation FD.  
PART 4: 
Did my opinion change? 
After reading the article, my opinion remains unchanged. I don’t think it’s fair for a CEO to 
tweet something like that about his company. As the article said, it confuses investors. I still 
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don’t think it’s right to release company information to the public in a non-official way such as 















































 The “Is it Taxable?” Case is the eighth case that I and Wes Duffield, as part of the 
Accounting 420 – Honors Professional Research and Speaker Series class, will be completing in 
compliance with the Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors College Thesis. This case is a practice 
in research and application of tax regulations for an individual who has not paid their taxes for 
multiple years on substantial amounts of income. We have been put into the shoes of a tax 
professional who has suddenly realized that one of his very important clients has a daughter who 
is in this exact situation. She has been earning a substantial amount of revenues from YouTube 
as a creator for the past four years. The problem is that neither the client nor his daughter have 
paid taxes on his daughter’s earnings. The deliverables for this case are as follows: 1) a memo 
written to the partner group of the CPA firm our tax professional works for, disclosing the issues 
of unpaid taxes by one of the firm’s largest clients and 2) an email drafted to the aforementioned 
client informing him about the potential ramifications of the unpaid taxes.  
 After researching this case, we realized that there is a lot more that goes into taxes than 
we could have ever imagined. We learned that filing taxes can be a very difficult process for a 
child earning more income than 50% of the United States. We have also learned that anyone who 
is under the age of 65 and makes more than $12,200 per year must file their own tax return. 
Additionally, when someone under the age of 18 has what is deemed “unearned income,” it is 
subject to the “Kiddie Tax.” Unearned income includes gifts, merchandise, and potential 
dividends from estates and trusts and is taxed using a bracket system, just like with earned 
income. Doing this case really helped us understand the importance of knowing when to pay 
taxes and exactly what is subject to tax. 
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Memo to Partner Group 
To the Partner Group of Dickinson, Shaw, and Wilder CPAs: 
 
 Some rather new and potentially unfortunate information has been presented to me while 
I was at lunch with one of our more important clients. David Smith informed me today that he 
has a daughter, Emma, who has been earning revenue from YouTube for the past four years. 
David told me she has been making $10,000 to $15,000 a month in advertising revenue from 
YouTube. He also mentioned how she has also been receiving free merchandise from companies 
across the world in hopes that she may mention their products in her videos. Up until this point, I 
have not been aware of this situation and think that there’s a good chance taxes have not been 
paid on Emma’s revenues. What follows are some of the issues we need to take into 
consideration: 
 The first thing I had to figure out was if David can still claim her as a dependent on his 
own return, or if she would have to start filing her own. According to dependent rules, not only is 
Emma below the age of 65, she is also earning more than $12,200 a year. Therefore, she will 
have to begin filing her own return. Due to Emma having to file her own return, she now owes 
taxes on all of her earned income, as well as her unearned income, from the past four years. She 
has made around $180,000 per year in earned income and anywhere from $13,000 to $30,000 per 
year in unearned income. Her earned income will be subject to the highest tax bracket of 37%, 
plus a 15.3% Self Employment Tax for all four years Her unearned income (comprised of 
interest income from her savings of around 3% per year plus approximately $10,000 in gifts from 
companies per year) will be subject to the highest percentage of the “Kiddie Tax,” which happens 
to be 37% as well. Unfortunately for David, he and his wife will not be able to take any of 
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unearned income on their return as a deduction due to it eclipsing the $12,200 threshold for all 
four years. On top of all this, Emma will also be required to pay severe penalties on her unpaid 
taxes. Because neither David nor Emma realized they had to pay taxes on the revenue from 
YouTube or on the gifts from the companies, they aren’t subject to the extra penalty for 
“fraudulently failing to file,” meaning that Emma will only have to pay an additional penalty of 
5% per month on her due balance up to 25%. 
 All of this being said, David’s return will be minimally altered due to him losing Emma 
as a dependent. However, he now has a daughter who owes a large amount of unpaid taxes at an 
unusually young age. He will now have to pay us more than he was expecting due to us now 
having to file not only his return, but his daughter’s as well. I will continue to keep you all 














Email to Client 
David, 
 I have some rather new and potentially unfortunate information I need to tell you about. 
While we were at lunch today, you mentioned in passing that your daughter Emma has been 
thriving as a YouTube star with her channel “Emma’s Lip Sync n Makeup!” earning anywhere 
from $10,000 to $15,000 a month from ad revenue. You also mentioned to me that she has been 
receiving copious amounts of products from companies across the world in hopes that they may 
receive a shoutout from Emma in one of her videos. Up until today, I had not been aware of this 
situation and think that, based on what you have told me, there’s a good chance taxes have not 
been paid on Emma’s revenues. What follows are some of the issues we will need to take into 
consideration in order to fix this potential issue: 
 The first thing I had to figure out was if you could still claim Emma as a dependent on 
your return, or if she would have to start filing her own. According to dependent rules, not only 
is Emma below the age of 65, she is also earning more than $12,200 a year. Therefore, she will 
have to begin filing her own return. Due to Emma having to file her own return, she now owes 
taxes on all of her earned income, as well as her unearned income, from the past four years. She 
has made around $180,000 per year in earned income and anywhere from $13,000 to $30,000 per 
year in unearned income. Her earned income will be subject to the highest tax bracket of 37%, 
plus a 15.3% Self Employment Tax for all four years Her unearned income (comprised of 
interest income from her savings of around 3% per year plus approximately $10,000 in gifts from 
companies per year) will be subject to the highest percentage of the “Kiddie Tax,” which happens 
to be 37% as well. Unfortunately for you and your wife, you all will not be able to take any of 
unearned income on your own return as a deduction due to it eclipsing the $12,200 threshold for 
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all four years. On top of all this, Emma will also be required to pay severe penalties on her 
unpaid taxes. Because neither you nor Emma realized you had to pay taxes on the revenue from 
YouTube or on the gifts from the companies, Emma will not be subject to the extra penalty for 
“fraudulently failing to file,” meaning that she will only have to pay an additional penalty of 5% 
per month on her due balance up to 25%. 
 All of this being said, your return will be minimally altered due to losing Emma as a 
dependent. However, Emma now needs to file her own return, which we will gladly do. I have 
informed the partners of the firm of this situation and will let you know of any developments 
they provide me with. If you have any questions for me, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me 















































INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 9 
In Case #3, I played Monopoly as a Business Manager. I was able to buy properties and 
earn revenue from others paying me rent. This was a very cool experience because I got to see 
how Blockchain is implemented into Monopoly. I learned a lot from this case. Before doing this 
case, I didn’t really know what Blockchain was. After doing my research, I now know what 
Blockchain is and how it works. The word Blockchain sounds very confusing, but it is easier to 
understand than I initially thought. There are three elements that makeup Blockchain. Those 
three elements are a record, a block, and a chain. A record contains the transactions between two 
parties. Next, the block contains a number of records. Lastly, the chain consists of all of the 
blocks together. Nodes are also implemented into the Blockchain to verify records so they can be 
added to the blocks. This is what makes Blockchain safe and secure for users. The idea is very 
simple, but the workings of Blockchain is what makes it complex.  
Because Blockchain is the future, it is very valuable to me to have knowledge of it right 
now. In some cases, Blockchain is already being utilized. For example, let’s look at Bitcoin. 
Bitcoin is a form of cryptocurrency and is a way to engage in a transaction without actually 
having to exchange money. Instead, Bitcoin is exchanged, and a user can trust it because the 
nodes within the Blockchain verified the record. In other cases, Blockchain will be used in the 
near future. For example, banks and other financial establishments are investing in Blockchain to 
make their record-keeping easier. This is especially important for me to understand because that 
is the field I will be working in one day. I will have to use and understand Blockchain once I 
start working so I must start to learn about it right now. I am extremely grateful to have 
participated in this case and been able to research Blockchain. This was one of the more 
entertaining and beneficial cases that I have done, for which I am very appreciative. 
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PART 1: 
What is Blockchain? 
A Blockchain is quite simply a chain of blocks. Blockchain can be defined as a database 
that is connected along a network of computers. There are three main parts to a Blockchain. 
First, there is a record. A record is made up of information or data. Second, there is a block. The 
block is made up of several records. Lastly, there is a chain. The chain is comprised of all of the 
blocks put together. Before a record can be added to the block, it must be verified by the 
network, which is made up of “nodes.” The node is what inspects the record to make sure it is 
correct. Once verified, the record is added the block. Every single block accommodates a unique 
ID, called a “hash.” They also carry the same hash as the preceding block. The block is then 
added to the chain. Because the hash codes are numbers, they connect the blocks in a particular 
order.  
PART 2:  
What role did I play in the system? 
 While playing Monopoly, I was a business manager. I bought and maintained properties. 
I was to make sure that I legally owned property and paid my rent as it was due. Before buying 
any property, I had to get the transaction verified by a Blockchain consultant. I then had to go to 
a Big Mama/Papa and buy the property from them. In a normal monopoly game, each player is 
considered a business manager. A business manager could be compared to a record in the 
Blockchain. The reason being is because transactions, such as buying property, would be 





How likely is Blockchain to work for the entire global economy? 
 Blockchain is the future. In fact, it is already here. For cryptocurrency to work, there 
must be Blockchains. Banks and other financial organizations are already investing in 
Blockchain to simplify their ledgers. Blockchains are also being used in supply chains to show 
the history of a product. In the healthcare world, Blockchains could be used to safely keep 
medical history. Lastly, Blockchains could be used when exchanging land for money. It would 
eliminate the need for a middleman (bank) and save money for both parties involved in the 
transaction. For these reasons, I think it is very likely Blockchain will work for the entire global 
economy.  
PART 4: 































INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 10 
 In this case, I was asked to do a phone interview with someone I know in the business 
community. Unfortunately, due to the circumstances of COVID-19, I was not able to do an 
interview in person. For this reason, I did the interview by phone and voice recorded the 
interview so I could go back and listen to it later. I decided to interview Allan O’Donnell, a 
family friend of mine, who was very successful during his career. He is originally from Canada 
but moved to Tupelo, Mississippi when he retired. This case was certainly unique because I have 
known him for years, but I learned some things about him that I didn’t know before. I guess I 
had never really talked to him about his career in depth before like I did for this interview. I 
learned many things from this interview that I would not have known if I didn’t pick him as my 
interviewee. Allan is a very intelligent man. He knows so much about stocks and investing and 
what to invest in. I have never really been into investing, but after this interview, I should look 
into it. I have always wondered how it all works, and now I know a little more about it after 
talking and learning from him. He explained to me how the stock market works and what it 
means. He also recommended what I should invest in and when the right time to invest is. I 
would not have known these things if it weren’t for this interview. He is also extremely brilliant 
when it comes to money. He knows exactly how it all works. He knows this because he was a 
Chartered Accountant, which is what the Canadian CPA used to be called. This is another reason 
why I chose him for the interview. Since I am pursuing an accounting degree, I thought it would 
be beneficial for me to interview a former accountant and learn some things from him. He 
explained to me the differences between a Canadian Accountant and an American Accountant 
and the different testing for both. I am very grateful to have done this case because it taught me 
so much about someone I already know and about the field of accounting.  
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BIOGRAPHY:  
 For this biography case, I decided to interview a family friend of mine, Allan O’Donnell. 
Allan was born on September 3, 1945, in Toronto, Canada. Growing up, he had six others in his 
household including his parents, one brother, and three sisters. He jokingly says having this 
many people in this house made life a little hectic. He played many sports as a child and young 
man, such as hockey, baseball, football, and golf. He mentions that hockey and golf were his two 
favorites to play. While in high school, he worked by delivering newspapers and then started 
delivering Chinese food. He used the money he gained from these jobs to pay his way through 
school.  
 Allan attended college at the University in Toronto. He graduated from there with a four-
year Bachelor’s degree in Commerce. He said that this degree came easily to him because he 
already knew so much about business going into it. During his college years, he was a member 
of the Sigma Chi Fraternity, where he served as the treasurer. After graduating from college, he 
decided to get a CPA license. He says that his older brother had a big influence on him becoming 
an accountant because the brother already had his CPA.  
 After he attained his CPA, he got offered a job for a printing firm in Toronto. After 
working there for about 10 years, he decided to buy out the company. He then went on to run the 
company for another 10 years before selling it for a hefty profit. He was only 45 years old when 
he retired, which is very young. But, he was very successful before he retired. He still has many 
investments that he makes a profit from.  
 After retirement, he says life has been fabulous and very enjoyable. He has gotten to 
travel the world with his wife and even lived in the Cayman Islands for a while. He has taken 
many vacations, but his favorite is the cruise he took to the Greek Islands. The week after the 
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cruise, he went skiing in the Canadian Rockies. After that, he went and played golf in South 
Carolina with a couple of his friends. He calls this trip “The Triple” and says it was the greatest 


































































INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 11 
 In this case, I was tasked with an interview with a senior mentor, who is also an 
accounting major. I was paired to do my interview with Ella Stone, who is currently finishing up 
her last undergraduate semester at Ole Miss. This was a very comfortable and easy interview 
because I knew Ella going into it. Even though I knew her, I still learned a lot and benefited 
greatly from the interview. I know Ella because she was on my Deloitte Audit Innovation 
Campus Challenge team in the fall of 2019. We worked closely together that semester and got to 
know each other well because of the case competition. We ultimately ended up winning the 
regional round in Atlanta, GA and were on our way to nationals, which were to be held in Dallas, 
TX. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, we were unable to compete in the national round in 
Dallas. This was going to be an experience of a lifetime, but it was in our best interest to not 
compete.  
 Ella was very kind and helpful during our interview. She also went into great detail about 
the questions that I asked her, which will greatly benefit me because that information will go a 
long way as I enter my senior year. I asked her about her internship and her recruiting process, 
and that is currently helping me making my decision. I also asked her why she chose accounting 
and how much she likes it and I found out we have a lot in common in that sense. I learned so 
much from this interview and I am very grateful for Ella’s time and answers to my questions. 
This information will greatly benefit me for my future career because I got to talk with someone 
who has already done an internship and is about to enter the working world. I will always 





 For my interview, I was paired with senior Ella Stone. Ella is a senior accounting major 
from Tupelo, MS. She recently did an Audit internship with Deloitte in the Memphis office. She 
also accepted a full-time position in the Audit practice with Deloitte in Memphis. She chose 
Memphis because she grew up visiting there a lot and also because it’s very close to her family 
in Tupelo. She chose Deloitte because her personality fit them best and she also likes their 
professionalism and innovative seriousness. She could see herself fitting in at Deloitte more 
rather than any other firms.  
 I asked her about her internship and what she did while she was there. During her first 
week, she had to go to Charlotte, North Carolina for training. After that, she went to the 
Memphis office for the actual internship. She said that she worked many hours, but it was very 
worth it because the pay was great. During her internship, she was having to fill out many work 
papers and sending them to her manager to have them look at it. She would then receive 
feedback about her work. She said to never take the feedback personally and to always use that 
to improve the work. One of her biggest pieces of advice from the internship was to write 
everything down. She said writing the feedback down helped tremendously when she was tasked 
with her next assignment. The biggest challenge for her during the internship was learning how 
every person communicates. She said that everyone there has a different style and preference 
when it comes to communication, whether that be phone or email. Overall, she enjoyed her 
internship and said it was very beneficial for her.  
 Coming into Ole Miss, Ella was a business major and had no idea she wanted to do 
accounting. She later changed her major to managerial finance. The first semester of her junior 
year, she was really thinking about accounting so she took intermediate finance AND 
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intermediate accounting. She said that enjoyed intermediate accounting way more than finance 
so she switched her major over to accounting. She also likes that accountants have really good 
job security because there will always be a need for accountants.  
 She also gave some great advice about the recruiting process and how she went about it. 
She recommends giving every firm the same amount of consideration and being professional 
when deciding on which one to go with.   
 This case is the most beneficial case that I have done since being in this class. Getting to 
speak with someone who has internship experience really helps me as I move closer to my 
internship. I am very grateful to have done this interview and I would like to thank Ella Stone for 







































INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY: CASE 12 
 In this case study, I was asked to analyze the financial crisis of 2008. Before working on 
this case, I didn’t know a whole lot about the crisis of 2008. I had heard of it, but I never really 
looked into it like I should have. Thankfully, this case gave me a reason to read all about the 
financial crisis of 2008. I was asked to watch a YouTube video about crony capitalism, and I also 
got to watch the movie titled Inside Job. Capitalism and crony capitalism are two different 
things. Crony capitalism is immoral and is not done in the best interest of the taxpayers. The 
taxpayer’s money is spent in ways that generally do not benefit the public, only the government. 
The movie Inside Job is all about what happened leading up to the financial crisis, what 
happened during the crisis, and also what happened after the crisis. This movie was very 
informative and I learned so much from watching it. I never knew that investment banks were so 
corrupt like that. It is crazy to learn the truth about what happened.  
 I also got to read a couple of articles that described how investment banks work and what 
they did to earn huge profits, and ultimately how they led the country to a financial crisis. The 
investment banks, such as Goldman Sachs, would make deals look better than what they were. 
They ultimately were making billions while everyone else was losing money and making no 
profit. The sad thing is that these banks knew what was going to happen if they kept doing what 
they were doing. They were even warned multiple times by experts, but they dismissed the 
warnings because they were making so much money.  
 I am very grateful to have participated in this case because it is very important to know 
the history of our recent financial crisis. I truly believe that this will benefit me in my future 
career because I understand now what happened, and I can one day help prevent it from 
happening again.  
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PART 1:  
How did the materials watched/read change your beliefs and what do you think this knowledge 
means for the future? 
 Like I mentioned in the introduction & summary page, I did not know a whole lot about 
this situation before doing my research for this case. I did not know how corrupt Wall Street and 
the investment banks were until I researched for this case. I believe that it is wrong that the 
financial industry completely turned its back on society. The people who worked in the financial 
industry at the time were only worried about themselves and wanted to make as much money as 
they could for themselves. It’s just sad to think about this because so many Americans lost their 
life savings and retirement funds at the hands of corrupt bankers and politicians. This is immoral 
and honestly deserves jail time.  
 This knowledge is huge for the future. I believe that now that we know what Wall Street 
was doing, we can prevent it from happening again by more regulations being put into place. If 
we put more regulations into place, the harder it would be for investment banks to get away with 
things. It’s almost like an audit of investment banks.  
PART 2:  
How did the materials watched/read change your beliefs about your role in society, both 
professionally and personally? 
 After reading about the financial crisis, I will now open my eyes and see the world more 
clearly. Professionally, I will always act ethically and morally and in the best interest of the 
public. Since I am going to be an accountant one day, the profession relies heavily on ethics. 
Being an accountant, people rely on you to handle their finances and this requires trust. What we 
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saw during the financial crisis, people lost their trust in investment banks and that completely 
changed everything.  
 Personally, my role in society has always been to do what is right. I have always held 
myself to a high standard in that respect. If I can’t do what is right, how can I be successful in 
life? After researching for this case, I will now more than ever do what’s right. I believe it is my 
duty as a citizen of the United States of America to be honest and never sell myself short.  
PART 3: 
How, if at all, will the current virus crisis change the economic / political climate in the United 
States? Are there any lessons to be learned from our recent financial history? Is this a chance to 
unwind the status quo? 
 The coronavirus pandemic is certainly a unique situation. I say this because it’s a 
situation that we can and can’t control. We can control the economy (to a certain extent), but we 
can’t control who all this virus affects. COVID-19 has already had an impact on the economic 
standpoint of the United States. There have been millions of people who have filed for 
unemployment because of this virus, which negatively affects our economy. Many businesses 
have had to temporarily close, which means they can’t pay their employees. Others, on the other 
hand, have had to close their doors for good because of this virus. The longer we have the 
economy on shutdown, the longer it will take to recover. Conversely, if we open up too soon, 
then we run the risk of more individuals getting infected with the virus. For political purposes, it 
is very ironic that we have pandemic during the same year as a presidential election. I now 
believe that the candidates will have to base their campaign around how they will rebuild our 
country and the economy if they get elected.  
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 There are some lessons to be learned from our recent financial history, but this is just a 
very different situation because of the coronavirus. We can try to learn from our past mistakes 
and use them to help us, but it all depends on if we see a decline in the number of infections. I 
certainly do believe that this is a chance to unwind the status quo. I say this because this is a 
chance for us to come together and fight against this virus. It is a chance to put our differences 
aside and work together because we are working towards the same goal of becoming the country 
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